
 

Mini Regional Selection Criteria 

It has to be understood that by the very nature of this competition the children will not have an 

extensive track record.  The competition is designed to be as inclusive as possible and everyone 

should be in a team.   

How the teams are selected:- 

1. The Winter Series Triathlon will form the basis of creating a ranking for each competitor.  

This ranking will be adjusted for any improvements shown at other tri/tet competitions.  To 

be eligible for the top teams you will be expected to have competed in at least two and 

preferably more. 

2. Competitors are expected to attend at least one of our indoor XC training events through 

the winter.  These are held in December and January. 

3. Competitors will be expected to attend at least one of our outdoor XC training events in the 

Spring.  These training events are crucial, especially for the newer children and discussions 

with the instructor will have a huge bearing on final selection. 

4. Competition:- you will be expected to be out and about competing at as many XC, ODE, HT, 

Tet etc events as possible through the spring.  In the early spring height is not too important 

but you will be expected to be working towards the required height.  If we have any doubts 

about safety or competence we will also talk to DCs and trainers.   

5. West Perth Tetrathlon (or similar) should be attended, this event will be used as a 

confirmation of your place. Although, it will not be run as an official qualifier. 

6. Competitors in the last year of an age group may be given preference over younger 

competitors. 

7. Attendance at camp and participating in the Winter Postal Shoot will be looked upon 

favourably. 

8. XC ability will normally trump Triathlon scores. 

9. The most crucial element of selection will be to ensure the children are safe and have as 

much fun as possible, jumping at a height they and their pony are capable of.  Parents are 

urged to work with us on this.    

 

This selection process has served us well over the last three years as evidenced by the success of our 

Junior competitors as they progress through Tetrathlon, Area Eventing, PC Championships and 

beyond. 

Intros will not be organised in teams they should be competing purely for pleasure and learning the 

ropes. 


